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Let n be a homogeneous Markov specification associated with a countable state space S and 
countably infinite parameter space A possessing a neighbour relation - such that (A, -) is the 
regular tree with d + 1 edges meeting at each vertex. Let g(n) be the simplex of corresponding 
Markov random fields. We show that if I7 satisfies a ‘boundedness’ condition then Y’(U) # @. We 
further study the structure of ie(II) when IT is either attractive or repulsive with respect to a 
linear ordering on S. When d = 1, so that (A, -) is the one-dimensional lattice, we relax the 
requirement of homogeneity to that of stationarity; here we give sufficient conditions for g(n) f (d 
and for g(n) to have precisely one member. 
phase transition * Markov random fields * Markov chains on infinite trees * attractive specifications 
* repulsive specifications 
1. Introduction 
Let A be a countably infinite set and - a neighbour relation in A such that the 
induced graph (A, -) is the regular tree with exactly d + 1 edges meeting at each 
vertex (where d 2 1). (Thus when d = 1, (A, -) is the one-dimensional lattice.) Let 
S be a countable set and 9 the a-field in SA generated by the finite cylinder sets. 
In an earlier paper (Zachary [9]) we considered the problem of characterizing the 
simplex F?(n) of probability measures (Markov random fields) on (SA, 9) corre- 
sponding to a specification, i.e. a ‘conditional probability structure’, Markov with 
respect to -. We showed in particular that every member of the set E(n) of extreme 
points of 3(n) belongs to the set J2 (n) of Markov chains in 2?(n), where a Markov 
chain is defined to be a Markov random field P on (SA, 9) such that for each finite 
connected subset V of A the corresponding cylinder probability measure Pv is a 
Markov random field with respect to the restriction of - to V, a definition which 
agrees with the more usual one in the case d = 1. We showed further that there is 
a one-one correspondence between J%(U) and a set of ‘entrance laws’ associated 
with II. 
We here use entrance laws to obtain more detailed results about the structure of 
s(n) in certain cases. We take II to be homogeneous (i.e. invariant under graph 
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isomorphisms of the tree) and show first that if it satisfies a certain ‘boundedness’ 
condition, then there exists at least one corresponding homogeneous Markov chain 
(so that in particular %(II) is nonempty). We then consider, in Sections 3 and 4, 
the case where ll is either attractive or repulsive with respect to a given linear 
ordering on S such that S has a least element, and in the attractive case a greatest 
element also. We here identify two particular Markov chains in ‘8’(n); if these are 
coincident then s(n) contains no other elements, whereas if they are distinct (i.e. 
‘phase transition’ occurs) then the number of elements ) ‘%‘(LZ>l of g(n) is infinite 
and further %(II) contains Markov random fields which are not Markov chains. 
These results generalize those known for the case S = (0, I}-see Spitzer [7], Zachary 
[9], where every (strictly positive) Markov specification is either attractive or repul- 
sive. That phase transition can occur even here, provided d 2 2, is shown by Spitzer. 
2. Bounded Markov specifications 
For any subset B of A let tB be the natural projection function SA+ SE and 
xB = &(xA) the corresponding projection of a generic point xA E SA; xB will also 
represent a generic point of SB; let 9(B) be the r-field in SA (or SB) generated 
by sets of the form (4 = xi}, xi E S, i E B. Let “Ir be the set of finite nonempty subsets 
of A, and “Y-* c Y the set of these which are connected; for each V E “Ir let a V be 
the set of all elements of A\ V which have neighbours in V, and let A V = Vu ?J V. 
Let 4 c Zr* be the set of unordered pairs of neighbouring elements of A. 
Let s be a given reference element of S and let 4 : S x S + R, (where R, is the 
set of nonnegative real numbers) satisfy 
4(x, s)‘O, 4(s, x)>O, x E s, (2.1) 
+(x,Y)=C%x), x,yeS, (2.2) 
(2.3) 
where for each V E “Ir, p+,v : S”” x S” + 88, is defined by 
/&$,“(-%V, xv) = n 44% Xj> 
(i,j)s.@,(i,j}nV*0 
(identifying Sav x Sv with SAv). For each VE 7r define the stochastic kernel 
~+,v:S3vx~(V)+R+ by 
~AV(X,V; -5 = xv) = k~,v(Xav)~~,v(Xav,xv) 
where k,,, : S ‘” +R+ is determined by the requirement that for each xirv E S’“, 
~+,~(x,,; . ) be a probability measure. Then the collection I&, = { q+,V}VEY satisfies 
the obvious consistency condition and defines a homogeneous Markov specification 
(Follmer [3], Dynkin [2]). (Every homogeneous Markov specification whose kernels 
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have strictly positive density is generated by such a function &-see for example 
Preston [5, Proposition 5.71, and C$ is then unique up to a multiplicative constant.) 
A probability measure P belongs to ??(fl+) if and only if for all VE Y, 
p{5,=xV/~tA\V)}=rr~,“(~~“, &=G) a.s. P, GES”. 
It is easily verified that given 4 : S x S+ OX+ satisfying (2.1) there exist unique 
functions p+,, S, : S -+ R+\(O) and y+ : S x S + R, such that 
P+(s) = 6,(s) = 1, (2.4) 
Y+(x,s)=Y,(%x)=l, XES, (2.5) 
4(x, Y) = %P+(X)Y+(X, Y)%b(Y), x, Y E S, (2.6) 
for some constant (Y+ > 0. Let 4 additionally satisfy (2.2); then obviously 6, = p+ 
and y+ is symmetric. In order that 4 should also satisfy (2.3) (so that II, exists) it 
is necessary that 
& /X#Hd” <cc (2.7) 
(consider V = {i} for some i E S and x1 = s for all j E ai), and it is then sufficient that 
y+ (x, y) C M, x, y E S, for some constant M. (2.8) 
Throughout the rest of this section we shall assume that 4 satisfies (2.1), (2.2), (2.7), 
(2.8). We shall then say that II+ is bounded with respect to s. (Note that, even when 
#J is strictly positive, &, may nevertheless fail to be bounded with respect to some 
other S’E S, except of course in the case where S is finite.) 
Let X be the set of ordered pairs of neighbouring elements of A. An entrance law 
for 4 is a collection A = {h<}(i,j)EM of functions A{ : S + R, such that 
A’(X) = JI, (4Ak)(x)lt~AiJt~) (2.9) 
where for any function A : S + R, the function +A : S -+ [w, is given by (+A)(x) = 
CytS 4(x, y)A (y). (The relation (2.9) includes the requirement that +A; should exist 
for all (k, i) E N.) Let V+ be the set of functions + : S + R, such that $(s) = 1 and 
G(X)< M”/~+(x)~ for all other XE S (where M is as defined by (2.8)). Then it is 
easily verified that the component functions of any entrance law belong to ?J’+ and 
further, using also (2.7), that the ‘normalisability’ condition in the definition of an 
entrance law given in Zachary [9] is here automatically satisfied. It is now a special 
case of Theorem 3.2 of that paper that there is a one-one correspondence between 
A(&,) and the set of entrance laws for CJ given by (for each P E A(&) and 
corresponding entrance law (A:)ci,j)E,N): for all VE ‘If* 
where, for each i E a V, V(i) is the unique element of ai n V, and where kv is the 
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appropriate normalising constant. (We shall require later the particular result that, 
for each (i, j) E N, 
P(5,=X,~=S)=P(5,=S,5j=S)A:(X)pS(X), XES.) (2.10) 
In particular the members of the set A&,(17+) of chains in A(U,) which are themselves 
homogeneous correspond to the fixed points of the function F+ : ?P+ + ?lf+ given by 
(F,+)(x) = {(++)(x)l($+)(~)]~. (2.11) 
Theorem 2.1. J&,(&,) f 0. 
Proof. Regard F+ as a (convex) subset of the Banach space of all functions $ : S + R! 
such that $(s) = 1, s~p~~~l$(x)/p(x)~l <OO with the norm 
Ilccrll = *;s a(x)lifG)lP(x)dl 
where a : S+ R, satisfies a(s) = 0, a(x) > 0 for x # s, CxrS a(x) < co. Then in q+, 
(CI,, + $ if and only if (cl,,(x) + I/J(X) f or all x E S, and so it is easy to check first (by 
for example the usual diagonalization argument) that V+ is compact and second 
(using (2.7), (2.8) and the dominated convergence theorem) that F+ is continuous. 
Hence by the Leray-Schauder-Tychonoff theorem (Reed and Simon [6, page 1511) 
F+ has at least one fixed point. 
3. Attractive Markov specifications 
We now suppose that the state space S possesses a linear ordering < and that 
there exist s, t E S with s G x s t for all x E S. We take s to be the reference element 
of the previous section and let 4 : S x S+ [w, satisfy (2.1), (2.2), (2.7) and be such that 
for all xi s x2, y, < Y2, 44x1, YIM(X2, Y2) 2 4(X,, Y2)4(X2, VA. (3.1) 
Note that (3.1) continues to hold when 4 is replaced by y+, from which, using (2.5), 
it follows easily that 7+(x, y) s y+(x, t) d y+( t, t) for all x, y E S, and so II, exists 
and is bounded with respect to s. We shall say that the Markov specification U+ 
thus generated is attractive. (In particular this definition generalizes the usual one 
for the case S = (0, I}-see Spitzer [7].) 
We identify below two (not necessarily distinct) Markov chains P-, Pt in &&,(I&,) 
for which the results of Theorem 3.2 hold. The first of these (that P- = P+ implies 
[%(&)I = 1) is a special case of a well-known result for attractive specifications. 
(See Preston [ 5, Chapter 91: that attractiveness as defined here implies attractiveness 
as defined there follows from his Theorem 9.5.) The approach in this case, using 
entrance laws, is shorter, gives a more explicit construction of P , Pf, and yields 
also the second part of Theorem 3.2 below. Further it is more readily modified to 
the consideration of repulsive specifications (see Section 4). 
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For any x E S define 6,: S+ R, by 6,(x) = 1, 6,(y) = 0 if y f x. (Note 6, E q+.) 
Extend the domain of definition of F+ to !P+ u {6,}, defining F&3, via (2.11) ; note 
F& E T+. Define the relation < in the space of functions S + [w+, excluding that 
function which is identically zero, by $i i I,!J~ if, for all x, s xZ, 
(The relation < is in fact a partial ordering in this space provided we identify 
functions equal up to a strictly positive multiplicative constant.) 
Proof. To prove (i) note that, if xi =G x2, 
(4rcll)(Xd(442)(X2) - (W,)(x2)(~~2)(xJ 
zz 
c {4(x,, Yd4(X2, Y2) - 44x2, YlM% Y2)1 
(Yl,YdeSxsYl<Yz 
X{h(YIMY2) - +I(Y2)+2(Y1)1 
2 0. 
The result (ii) now follows trivially. 
Now define the sequences {A,},Zo, {Az},so in YP+ u (6,) by Ai = 6,, Ai = F,A,_, 
for n 2 1, and h,f = 6,, AZ = F,Az_, for n 2 1. Trivially Ai i A; and so, by Lemma 
3.1, A,_, < Ai for all n 2 1. In particular, for each x, A,(x) is increasing in n and 
so Ai converges (in the topology on !P, introduced in the proof of Theorem 2.1) 
to a limit A -, say, in P+. Further (since F+ is continuous on ?P.+) A - = F,A _ and 
so defines a Markov chain P-E .&(I&,). (Recall that Pp is the Markov chain with 
all components of its entrance law equal to A-.) Similarly AZ < AZ_, for all n 2 1, 
and so A : converges to A + E !P+, satisfying A + = F,A+ and so defining P+ E &,(I&+). 
Even for the case S = (0, 1) we may have either P+ = P- or Pf # P- according 
to the function +--see Spitzer [7]. 
Theorem 3.2. (i). IfP’=P-, then &,(I&)=-&(&)= %(&,)={P-1, 
(ii) If P+# P-, then Ju,,(II+)~Ju(I7~)~ %(I&,), and I%‘(n)l=a. 
Proof. Suppose P~Ju(17,) has entrance law {A{}Ci,j,,N. Then A,<A’,<Ai for all 
(i,j) E X and so, using Lemma 3.1(i) together with the consistency condition (2.9), 
it follows by induction that for all n, A; -C A{ -C AL for all (i, j) E X and so, letting 
n+oo, 
A-iA<<A+, (i,j)EK (3.2) 
If Pf = P- then A+ = A- and so A< = A-, (i, j) E .N, implying P = P-. Thus A(&,) = 
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{P-j. Since ‘%(L$) is a simplex (see, for example, Dynkin [2]) and 8(&,) c A(&), 
it follows also that %(l;r,) = {P-}. 
If d = 1 then, by a result of Kesten [4], -4&J&,) cannot have more than one 
member and so necessarily P+ = P-. We now suppose that d 2 2 and P+ # Pp. We 
show how to construct infinitely many distinct non-homogeneous Markov chains, 
each of which belongs to g(Q,). For any i, j E A with i #j define ai to be the 
unique element of ai belonging to the path in the tree connecting i to j. Fix any 
h E A, k E ah, and define an entrance law A = {A{}(i,j)tN as follows: for each i # h 
let h?i(h) be equal to A- if ah(i) = k and to A+ if ah(i) # k. The components of A 
so far defined satisfy the consistency condition (2.9) which then uniquely and 
consistently determines the remaining components of A. To show that the corre- 
sponding Markov chain Ph,k, say, belongs to %‘(I&) we use a well-known result 
(Preston [ 5, Chapter 21, Dynkin [2]) which states that there exists a stochastic kernel 
7r:SAXg+[W+suchthatr(xA;.)E8(fl,)f oreachxAESAandP(F/.@=~(.;F) 
a.s. P for each P E ~(Il,), F E 9, where .@ = n vEV 9(A\ V) is the tail a-field. Thus, 
for any iEA, jEai, ZES, 
Ph,k([i = Z, 6 = S) = Eh,k{r(XA; b = Zv 6j = S)J 
where ,?& denotes expectation with respect to Ph,k. For each xA E SA let {A<(XA)}(i,j)Es 
be the entrance law corresponding to the Markov chain r(xA; . ). If i Z h, ah(i) = k, 
and j=ai(h) then by (2.10) 
Recalling that A-(s) = {A{} = 1, we obtain 
Since it is readily verified that for any P E JZ%(&), P(& = s, 5j = s) > 0, it follows 
(using (3.2)) that ph,k{xA: Aj(xA) = A-} = 1. An analogous result, with A+ replacing 
A-, holds for i # h, ah(i) # k and j =ai(h). Thus finally Ph,k{n(xA; .) = pJ+} = 1 
and so in particular Ph,k E 8(&,). Consideration of the construction of Ph,k and of 
the structure of the tree (recall d 2 2) shows that distinct (h, k) E X generate distinct 
Markov chains P,+. 
Finally we have that for 0 < k < 1, the Markov random field kP_+ (1 - k)P+ 
belongs to %(I&) but not to A/u&)--see Zachary, [9, Theorem 4.41. 
We remark that the argument of the above proof also shows P-, P+E 8(&,), 
although this result is immediate from the approach of Preston [5]. 
4. Repulsive Markov specifications 
Now let S possess a linear ordering < and be such that there exists s E S with 
s G x for all x E S. (In contrast to the previous section we do not require S to possess 
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a greatest element.) Let 4 : S x S + 88, satisfy (2.1), (2.2) and (2.7) and be such that 
for all X, s x2, Y, G Y,, 4(x,, Y&(X2, Yz) c 6(x,, Y2)?6(% Yl). (4.1) 
Since (4.1) continues to hold when 4 is replaced by ‘y+ it follows that -y+(x, y) s 1 
for all x, y E S, and so the Markov specification l7+ exists and is bounded with 
respect to s. We shall say that & is repulsive (again generalising the usual definition 
for the case S = (0, 1)). 
We now identify two Markov chains P’, P” (not necessarily distinct) in A(&) 
for which results analogous to those of the preceding section hold. First note that 
if < is the partial ordering introduced there and I/J~, &E V+ satisfy $r i & then, 
in place of Lemma 3.1, we now have &,!I,< e?$, and F+&< F&J,. 
Define the sequence {A,},zo in q+ by A,,= 6, (see Section 3) A, = F,+A,_, for 
n 2 1. Then starting with the trivial relation A,, i AZ, we have by induction that 
A2n_2< A*,, for all n 2 1, so that A*“(x) is increasing in n for all x, and thus AZ,, 
converges to a limit he E V+. Similarly A 2n+, converges to a limit A” E W,, and 
A e = F,A “, A o = F,A e. The pair (A e, A “) thus define a ‘complementary’ pair (P’, P”) 
of Markov chains in the set A,(&,) of those chains in &(I&,) which are invariant 
under graph isomorphisms of the tree translating each vertex through an even 
number of steps (Spitzer [7], Zachary [9]). 
Theorem 4.1. (i) If P’= P”, then &,(ZI+) = %(Z7,+) = {P’}. 
(ii) If P’ # P”, then 0# ,U,(II,) s &(I&,) s Jl(IZ+) 5 %(II,), and further 
I %&)I = a. 
Proof. If PE Jl(Il,) has entrance law (A{)(i,iJ,N then, arguing essentially as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2, we have A” < A< < A” for all (i, j) E JV”. 
Hence if P’ = P” then P’ belongs to -4X0(&,) and is the sole element of A(&) 
and so also of %(U,). 
If d = 1 then necessarily P’= P” (see Section 5). We suppose that d 2 2 and 
P’# P”. Then neither can belong to &,(fl,,,) (which by Theorem 2.1 is nevertheless 
non-empty). Essentially as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we may construct infinitely 
many further distinct Markov chains, each belonging to 8(&,) (but not to A,(&,)). 
Finally if 0 < k < 1 we again have by Theorem 4.4 of Zachary [9] that kP’+ (1 - k) P” 
belongs to %(17,) but not to A(&,). 
Examples of both the possibilities of Theorem 4.1 are given by Spitzer [7] for the 
case S = (0, 1). A further example is provided by the auto-Poisson model of Besag 
[ 11. Here S is the set of nonnegative integers with reference element s = 0 and the 
function 4 is given by /3+(~)~+’ = b”/x!, x E S, y+(x, y) = cXy, x, y E S, where 0 < b < 
~0 and 0 G c 6 1. (Thus the conditional distribution of each coordinate random 
variable [i relative to those remaining is, almost surely, Poisson with mean b& 
where gi = Cjtai $.) Consider in particular the case c = 0: here the function F,+ is 
essentially the same as the function F& corresponding to binary state space (0, l}, 
reference element 0, and 4 : (0, 1) x(0, 1) + R, given by ps( 1) = eb - 1, y~(l, 1) = 0. 
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Thus by using the results of Spitzer [7] (which, although given for strictly positive 
Markov specifications, extend naturally to include this case), or by direct consider- 
ation of F,, it can be shown (for this auto-Poisson model) that P’# P”, i.e. phase 
transition occurs, if and only if b > log, 5. 
5. Markov specifications on the one-dimensional lattice 
We now consider further the case d = 1; we identify A with the set Z of integers, 
defining consecutive pairs of these to be neighbours. We relax the requirement of 
homogeneity (which is here invariance under translations and reflections on the 
lattice) to that of stationarity i.e. translation invariance, and show briefly, among 
other things, that results similar to those already obtained continue to hold. 
Let s be a fixed reference element of S and let 4 : S x S + R, satisfy (2.1) and be 
such that 4”’ is finite for all positive integers m. Then the Markov specification 77, 
exists, being defined as previously except that regard is here paid (in the obvious 
manner) to the order of arguments of #J. (If 4’ also satisfies (2.1) then 77,. exists 
and equals 77+ if and only if p+(x)S,.(x) =p+(x)G+(x), XE S and y+,= y+ where 
the functions /3+, 6,, y+ are as defined by (2.4), (2.5), (2.6). See also Spitzer [8]. As 
previously let Y(17,) be the set of Markov random fields corresponding to 77,, and 
let A(&,) be the subset of these which are Markov chains, in what is now the usual 
one-dimensional sense. An entrance law for 4 is now defined to be a pair {(A,),,z, 
(in)ntH} of sequences of functions S+[w+ such that 
A,+,(X) = (A&)(x)/(&~)(s), x E S, n E Z, (5.1) 
i??(x) = (~~n+,)(x)l(~~n+,)(s), x E S, n E Z, (5.2) 
C A,(x)i,(x) <co, n E Z. (5.3) 
XiS 
It may then be verified directly (or see Spitzer [8, Theorem 61 or Zachary [9, Theorem 
3.21) that there is a one-one correspondence between J! (II+) and the set of entrance 
laws for 4 given by: for all m, n E Z, m < n, 
(where the normalizing constant k,,, depends on P), for each PE JU(&,) and 
corresponding entrance law {(A,,), (in)}. (The condition (5.3) is here required in 
the definition of an entrance law as we have not as yet imposed any ‘boundedness’ 
condition on y+. Its necessity is shown by considering S infinite, $J a doubly stochastic 
matrix, and the sequences (A,), (i,) to consist of functions which are all identically 
one.) 
Let %(77+), J&,(17,) be the sets of stationary members of %(77,), Ju(77,) respec- 
tively, and define also A,(&,) to be the set of chains in A(&,) which are invariant 
under translations on Z through an even number of (integer) steps. Results of Kesten 
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[4] show that when #J is strictly positive ‘&(I&,) =.I&,(~,) and contains at most a 
single element. To generalize these results to the present case note that 4* is always 
strictly positive and that 17,~ exists; given any PE %(I&,) define P* E %(II,z) by 
P*( .& = x,, . . .,&=x~)=P(&~=x~ ,..., &=xn), rn, FEZ, m<n; 
this mapping ??(I&) + %(II,z) is one-one (and indeed onto), and P* is a Markov 
chain if and only if P is a Markov chain; thus Kesten’s results follow. Further if P 
belongs to &,(I&) but not to JZ%,(&) the above mapping takes P and its one-step 
translation on the lattice to distinct elements of Ju,(17,2), and since this cannot be 
we have in fact that -R,(Q) = &(I&). (Note also that when the function 4 is 
symmetric, if P E &,(I&) exists it is necessarily reversible, and so here the definition 
of _&,(I&) coincides with that given in Section 2.) 
Now if 6 : S X S + R, satisfies (2.1), in order that 4” should be finite for all m it 
is necessary that 
,f, Pan, <a, (5.4) 
and it is then sufficient that 
y&(x, y) < M, x, y E S, for some constant M. (5.5) 
It then follows from (5.1) and (5.2) that for any entrance law {(hn)nEH, (in)nG+} for 
C$ we have A, E V,, i,, E @+ for all n, where !P+ is the set of functions I/J: S-, R, 
such that $(s) = 1, I&(X) < IV@,(X), x E S\(s), and ?8 is the set of functions +: S+ R, 
such that $(s) = 1, I/I(X) c Mp,(x), x E S\(s). Further the condition (5.3) in the 
definition of an entrance law is now redundant. Define F+ : F+ + Y+, by (F&)(x) = 
(@$)(x)/(+4)(s), and fi+ : @+ + G+ by(fi&)(x) = (4~)(x)l(~~)(sh As in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1 both these functions have fixed points and so the following theorem 
is immediate. 
Theorem 5.1. rfc$: S xS+iR+ satisjies (2.1), (5.4), (5.5) then \&(II,)l= 1. 
As a corollary we have the result, easily verified directly, that any stochastic matrix 
I$ satisfying (2.1), (5.4), (5.5) is positive-recurrent. 
Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 below are analogous to Theorems 3.2 and 4.1 respectively. 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose S is linearly ordered by d and that there exists t E S such that 
s G x c t for all x E S. Let 4 : S x S+ R, satisfy (2.1), (5.4) and be such that 
for all x, s x2, y, z y,, 4(x,, YdddX*t Y2) 2 4(x,, Y2MX2, Yd (5.6) 
Then Il, exists and Y?(lI,) = A&,(&) and contains exactly one element. 
Proof. Since (5.6) continues to hold when 4 is replaced by y+ it follows straightfor- 
wardly that (5.5) holds with A4 = y+( t, t) and so I&, exists and IJ&(&,)~ = 1. Define 
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the sequence {A,},,, in ?P, by hi = 6,, hi = F,hi_, for n 2 1, and the sequence 
A A 
{A,},,,, in ?P+ by i, = a,, 1; = s+ii_, for n z 1, where 6, is as defined in Section 
3. By using the relation -C (a partial ordering in ?P+ and in !@+) also defined there, 
we may show as previously that A;, i; converge to A -, i- respectively, that these 
two functions define an entrance law for 4 and thus a Markov chain PP E A&,(&,). 
Similarly, starting with 6, (which may be adjoined to ?P, and to !@+), we may 
construct P+ E Ao(&), and since necessarily here Pt = P- it follows by arguing as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.2 that A(II,+), and so %(17,) (since its extreme points 
are Markov chains), equals {P-}. 
Theorem 5.3. Suppose S is linearly ordered by s and that s c x for all x E S. Let 
~:SXS+lQ+ satisfy (2.1), (5.4) and be such that for all x, 5 x2, y, syz, 
4(x,, Y&(x~, YJ s 4(x,, Y&$(G Y,). Then 4. exists and g(&) = J&(&J and 
contains exactly one element, 
The proof of Theorem 5.3 is as that of Theorem 4.1 with obvious modifications. 
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